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Accountants’ Growth Formula Introduction and Welcome
Welcome to Module 2 of The Accountants’ Evolution Masterclass
If you would like to break free from the cycle of
stress that many accountants find themselves
trapped in - under constant pressure, moving
from deadline to deadline and client emergency
to emergency, leaving you and your team
strained, drained and exhausted.
If you are no longer willing to accept the status
quo, and feel deep down that there has to be
an easier way that generates higher profits with
less stress, less overtime, fewer headaches and
produces even better results for your clients.
If you are no longer happy to follow a broken
accountancy firm business model and you
want to find a simpler and easier way to build a
scalable, eﬃcient and fully optimised business,
then Module 2 – Simplify to Scale of The
Accountants’ Evolution Masterclass is for you.
Simplify To Scale
In Module 2 you will discover a simple step-by-step process that you can implement, starting today, to build
a saleable, leverageable business (even if you never want to sell).
Simplify to Scale is about transforming your business into a cash-generating asset and creating an
accountancy business that is fit for purpose for the 21st Century.
In Module 2 you will uncover the dramatic results that firms just like yours achieved when they adopted a
“simplify” strategy.
•

Simplify for greater profits

•

Simplify for less stress

•

Simplify for greater freedom and flexibility

•

Simplify for a business model that works for you

•

Simplify for bigger and better results for your customers

This is about transforming your business by building a cash-generating asset and creating an accountancy
business that is fit for purpose in the 21st Century
I can’t wait to share two fundamental principles with you which will transform how you think about your
business and will start you thinking about different business models that won’t just work for you and your
firm, but truly differentiate you in the market.
You could be a small or start-up firm but want to go to the next level and really want to grow your business
avoiding all the mistakes that others have made before you.
Or maybe you are a multi-partner firm or a larger sole practitioner just looking to build a better business for
yourself and the customers you serve.
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Either way, in this module you will discover how accountancy businesses like yours can create and implement
a simple step-by-step process, starting today, to build the business you really want - a firm that gives you the
money, the time and the satisfaction. You will also discover why it’s critical for you to focus on this right now.
You can jump in and get started right now via the link below –
•

Access Module 2 – Simplify to Scale

What Have We Covered So Far?
In Module 1 we discussed how The Accountants’ Growth Loop was the quickest and easiest way for you to
attract a steady stream of profitable ideal customers, while at the same time building a closer connection
with your existing customers. I see this as one of your first steps in creating a profitable and sustainable
business.
Building a profitable and sustainable business is exactly what The Accountants’ Evolution Masterclass is all
about. I want to show you how you can build a scalable, saleable business (even if you never actually sell it).
The goal is to create a cash-generating asset that gives you the flexibility and freedom that you really want
rather than leaving you with an income-chasing job.
The starting point is to get really clear about how you can harness the natural potential of referrals from
existing clients in a more structured and intentional way. What accountancy firm does not grow by word of
mouth referrals? You know the potential is already there.
In addition I shared our Revenue Optimiser which is going to immediately help you focus on who (and what)
is most important for you to transform your business and to begin to create more profit, more space, more
time, which in turn will lead to more freedom.
If you have not yet completed Module 1, go back and watch it now - and then come back and complete
Module 2.
Access Module 1 Now
Module 2 of The Accountants’ Evolution Masterclass
Module 2 is going to build on what we covered in Module 1, as I share my number one strategy that I believe
every accountancy business owner should implement.
Best of all, it is a really simple step-by-step system that you can use, starting today, to create a saleable,
scalable, cash-generating asset. Think of this masterclass as your ‘first step’ towards making this happen.
I want to share with you a new way of thinking about growing and developing your business that has been
adopted by some of the most successful businesses in the world. So you’ll want to pay close attention to see
how you can deploy some of these underground strategies that are transformative for any business and
not just accountancy businesses.
Any time you are trying to grow a more profitable and sustainable business, it’s inevitable you’ll hit roadblocks.
You might have experienced some of them already:
• Not having enough time to do it all and still be home for dinner
• Not being able to attract and retain the team and the people that you need to make the business work
• Out of our recent survey of accountants, the big thing that kept coming back from accountants was:
too busy, workload too heavy, too many balls in the air, too much going on, just too much
• Prices too low and not profitable enough
• Cashflow a challenge
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• Having too many customers and not having enough ideal customers
• Not having the time to spend with the right customers and leaving opportunities on the table
But, there is a really dangerous trap that accountants can fall into and that is “good enough”. “Good enough”
limits opportunities, limits thinking, limits our lives and our business.
We were not born to be average - you aspire to be your best.
Have you fallen into the “good enough” trap? Or has the time come to challenge the status quo and get the
better results that you deserve and that we see accountants just like you are experiencing.
If any of this sounds familiar, it’s totally normal.
But if you simply accept it, you will never change it.
I completely understand that it feels like some this could be out of your hands. How many times have I heard
‘my firm is too big, my firm is too small, my firm is different, this might work for some people but it is probably
not going to work for me’.
I’ve seen so many other accountancy businesses go through the same thing. Big, small, long established,
new, multi-partner, solopreneur, you name it - we have firms of all shapes, makes and sizes who have taken
these principles, applied them and reaped the rewards.
In Module 2, I will help you shortcut some of the usual headaches and show you the simple steps that you
can implement, starting today, to create the business you want rather than the practice you have.
Let’s get started
Access Module 2 Now

Des O’Neill
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Step 1 - Built to Sell
1
2
3
4
5
6

STEP 1
STEP 2
STEP 3
STEP 4
STEP 5
STEP 6
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Step 2 - Simplify to Scale
1

2

3

4

5

6

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

STEP 5

STEP 6

PROPOSITION SIMPLIFY
STEP 1 - Easier to Use

Make the user experience easy and simple

Eliminate

Remove everything except what is absolutely essential to a business owner

Make Intuitive and Easier

Remove all causes of frustration and create a reporting and communication process that gives them what they want and
need. Make it easier to become a customer

Make Faster

Turn around your information and deliver the services quicker or give the customer real time data that they can use in
their business

Make Smaller / Lighter / More Portable

Distill the information they need to drive their business into a dashboard and give them flexible access

Make Easier to Obtain

Make your product more easily accessible from a client perspective
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PROPOSITION SIMPLIFY
STEP 2 - More Useful
Vary Performance
have different service levels

Improve Quality

provide customers with better information to help them make better decisions and build better businesses

Add New Capabilities

by way of extension services and strategic adoption of technology

Provide a Wider Range of Products
by expanding your service offering and service levels

Personalise your customer experience and relationship

through a combination of systemic personalisation of delivery and a process of intentional wows

STEP 3 - More Aesthetically Appealing
How can you enhance the appeal of your product? Can you improve the appearance or texture or how it makes the
user feel? Can you turn consumption into a great experience? Can you introduce a creative and artistic finish to your
service delivery?
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PRICE SIMPLIFY
STEP 1 - Subtract Features

What is the core primary
function of your product/service

What is essential and what is non-essential?

Reduce non-essential and reduce cost

Subtract Size

Reduce service levels for those who do not want more and in do so reduce the expense of production

STEP 2 - Reduce Variety
Invent a universal product that serves your customers by following a consistent process and model

STEP 3 - Add Cheap Benefits
Can you provide a benefit or a bonus to your product offering that is low cost (or free) for you to add that would
provide substantial value for your customer?

STEP 4 - Automate
Standardise how the work is done by creating standard operating procedures that optimise the use of
technology and automation.

STEP 5 - Orchestrate
Provide a unifying plan – conduct the acquisition of customers and the people who deliver the result those
customers want into one place on one platform.
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PRICE SIMPLIFY
STEP 6 - Co-opt Customers
Get the customer involved – show them a way to reduce expert time and encourage self-assembly.
Make the customers part of your sales force bringing in new ideal customers

STEP 7 - Sell Direct
Create a direct supply sales channel to multi-entity introducers & niche customers. Expand your own service offering and
create a supply chain to provide other products and services. Use technology to change how new customers are acquired

STEP 8 - Use Simpler Technology
Use disruptive technology to change how you acquire, interact with, serve and relate to your customers.

STEP 9 - Scale Up
Scale up building volume to reduce costs and grow nationally and / or roll out internationally.
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Step 3 - Outcome Goals and Process Goals

1

1

2

3

4

5

6

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

STEP 5

STEP 6

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

To pay myself a monthly living salary of £

per month by

Process Goals / Drivers

2

To pay myself first (by way of savings and investment) of £

per month by

Process Goals / Drivers

3

To work

hours per week/month by

Process Goals / Drivers

4

To take

weeks holidays per year by

Process Goals / Drivers

5

To generate a business profitability of £

by

Process Goals / Drivers
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Outcome Goals and Process Goals

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
6

To achieve a Gross Profit % of £

by

Process Goals / Drivers

7

To achieve a Net Profit % of £

by

Process Goals / Drivers

8

To achieve a Turnover of £

by

Process Goals / Drivers

9

To achieve an average fee per client of £

by

Process Goals / Drivers

10

To collect

% of Turnover by Direct Debit &

% Turnover monthly by Direct Debit by

Process Goals / Drivers
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Step 4 — Capturing Your Idea – The Accountants’ Growth Loop
1

2

3

4

5

6

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

STEP 5

STEP 6

As you watched the Part 2 Masterclass Video what struck you? Did the Built-to-Sell and Simplify to
Scale models trigger some opportunities for you and how could you see yourself applying it? What
else did you think about as you considered your firm’s growth plans? What would it be like having
a volunteer sales force in the form of your existing clients who are just so happy with your service
and the value you provide that they are willing to tell the world?

Learnings & Outcomes
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Step 5 — Taking Action – Your Next Steps Action Plan
1

2

3

4

5

6

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

STEP 5

STEP 6

What are the actions that your firm needs to take having completed this part of the Masterclass?
For me, it always comes back down to identifying that ONE thing that creates a leveraged result for
you. What is the ONE thing you can do such that by doing it you will make everything else in your
business easier? Identify your possible actions and then prioritise down to your ONE thing – the
first next step

Action

Priority

By Who

By When
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Step 6 — Your Masterclass Progress Tracker
1

2

3

4

5

6

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

STEP 5

STEP 6

Lesson 1 – The Accountants Growth Loop

Live Masterclass – Tuesday 11th of February 2020 (Already Delivered)

You are going to learn WHY your existing customers represent the greatest opportunities to increase
revenues, drive profitability and are the cornerstone of creating a steady ﬂow of new ideal customers. You
are going to see WHAT you need to do to realise this potential in your business asset and HOW to begin
building real value out of your customer list today.
1.

The Accountant’s 6 Step Success Path

2.

The Accountant’s Growth Loop

3.

The Customer Revenue Optimiser

4.

Idea Capture

5.

Action Steps

6.

Masterclass Progress Tracker

Lesson 2 — Simplify to Scale

Live Masterclass – Thursday 13th of February 2020
You are going to learn WHY simplifying your approach and strategy is the key to you developing an outstanding
business for yourself but for your customers too. You are going to see WHAT can be achieved when you focus on
building a saleable leverageable business rather than just chasing revenue. We will share HOW to simplify your
business and embark on a Built to Sell Strategy.
1.

The Built to Sell Firm Strategy

2.

How some of the best business in the world have used price and proposition
simplification to transform their business

3.

The first steps you can take to simplify both your business strategy and business
model today

4.

Idea Capture

5.

Action Steps

6.

Masterclass Progress Tracker
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Step 6 — Your Masterclass Progress Tracker (continued)
Lesson 3 - The Accountants ‘Growth Formula Blueprint – Your Success Path
Live Masterclass – Tuesday 18th of February 2020

You are going to learn WHY having a clearly defined success path for you and your clients can transform your
business and theirs. You are going to see that “WHOs” are more critical than the “Whats” and “Hows” in your
business. You are going to see WHAT the steps are that you can follow to build an outstanding business. We will
share HOW the most successful accountancy businesses are leading the market and changing the status quo.
1.

Your Trajectory and Your Destination

2.

Who not How

3.

Nurturing your Greatest Asset

4.

The 4Ps – Proposition, Positioning Product & Price

5.

The Quick Win Growth Process

6.

Leveraging Your Business

7.

Idea Capture

8.

Action Steps

9.

Masterclass Progress Tracker

Lesson 4 - The Subscription Revolution
Live Masterclass – Thursday 20th of February

You are going to learn WHY monthly billing membership style models based on professional services agreements is
replacing traditional billing models all around the world. You are going to see WHAT you can do to create the space
and time to make change in your business. We will share HOW you can practically improve your profit and reduce
stress.
1.

The easiest way to raise prices while retaining customers

2.

Creating steady, consistent monthly Cashflows

3.

Your Journey to Improved Profitability and Less Stress

4.

How identifying your ONE Thing can change everything

5.

Idea Capture

6.

Your First Next Steps
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The Accountants’ Evolution Masterclass – Module 2 – Simplify to Scale
That’s a wrap for Module 2 of The Accountants’ Evolution Masterclass – Simplify to Scale.
In Module 2, we went deep on two fundamental principles that will produce profound results when implemented
in your firm:
• Built to Sell
• Simplify to Scale
You discovered an entirely new way to think about how to simplify your business in a way that you can implement,
starting today, to deliver the results that you want.
With the Built to Sell Model, you can use what you learned here today to immediately help you build a better
business for you, your team and those customers you serve.
You also learned how to practically implement a strategy and get lasting results, starting today.
I would love to get your feedback. Head over to the Module page and leave me a comment.
Tell me, what will life look like a year from now once you’ve applied all of this?
What difference will it make now that you know how to build a better business for you and those you serve. Now
that you know how to generate higher profits with less stress. Now that you know how to attract ideal customers
who you enjoy working with and who are willing to pay what you are really worth.
What will that look like for you?
Get clear about the impact it’ll have on your life, the lives of your family, and those around you.
Module 2 - Leave A Comment
In addition to this in your workbook on page 12, we have a section entitled Learnings and Outcomes. Please take
5 minutes to capture some of your thoughts and ideas that were generated during our time together.
Then go to page 13 of your workbook and write down the actions that you know you need to take.
The process of developing an action-orientated mindset is essential. Done is better than perfect every time.
Up Next – Module 3
In the next Module, I am going to show you the entire Accountants Growth Formula Blueprint which will help you
transform the practice you have and build it into the business you want.
Module 3 is about laying out a step-by-step pathway to follow that ensures you get to your desired destination,
whatever that looks like for you. The realisation of the dream you started with the dreams you’ve always had as
an accountancy firm owner. To achieve true success in your business and your life.
Module 3 builds on everything we discussed in Module 2. Most importantly, no matter where you are in your firm
lifecycle The Accountants’ Growth Formula Blueprint holds the key to your next steps.
I believe this is the most valuable training in the whole workshop. You will walk away with so much clarity about
how everything fits together. I will share the big picture - and you’ll see the areas that are most important for you
to look after right now and the order in which you need to tackle them.
If you are already doing well and winning the game of business, then you’ll learn the specific steps you can take
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right now to amplify the momentum and success you already have.
Plus, you’ll identify a few things which are likely holding you back
In Module 3, I will even include a PDF download of the entire Accountants’ Growth Formula Blueprint, so you can
print this out and use it as a roadmap to transform your business.
Until I See You In Module 3…..
Just by learning what we covered today, you’re one step closer to your ultimate goal.
You want to build a business that provides consistent and sustainable results - and you and I both know it’s SO
much more than just that.
To do so, we will have to overcome the challenges like:
• Not having enough time to do it all and still be home for dinner
• Chasing your tail
• Running like a hamster on a wheel
• Not having the people and the team to deliver the results
• Not having enough ideal customers
What will it mean to have built a scalable, saleable business for you? A cash-generating asset that you can sell or
keep. A simplified leveraged business that is not totally dependent on the partners and the principles to get the
results.
A business that gives you freedom:
• freedom of choice as to who you work with not needing to service everyone who comes in through that
door – to pick and choose
• freedom of choice because you can choose to grow and get bigger or maybe being big is not what is about
maybe it is perhaps about impact and profitability
• financial freedom, having a business that works giving you the short term financial cashflows and the long
term wealth you want and need
• or maybe it is freedom of time for you, maybe it is time to spend with those that are most important to you,
to spend time just for you
So please take what you’ve learned here today and start putting it into practice. The key is to get moving and take
action!
Join me in Module 3 where I’ll share The Accountants’ Growth Formula Blueprint which will lay out the clear,
concise steps you need to take, shortcutting your path to success.
I’m excited just knowing what a difference this will make!
I can’t wait to see you in Module 3.

Until I see you again, let’s get it done.

Des O’Neill
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6-Step Success Path
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Dublin - Block B, Iveagh Court,
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Lutz, Tampa.
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